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Peter rabbit 1st birthday party ideas

Getty Do you remember how much you were looking forward to a birthday party when you were little? Decorations, gifts, cake, patisserie ideas for birthday parties (did we mention cake?)! In fact, the kids get so excited about the following year's celebration that it's not uncommon for them to
start planning another party before the last guest leaves. We know what parents think - time, slow down. But in this world of Pinterest- and Instagram-worthy birthday parties for kids, you may need a whole year to plan! Especially when your little girl asks for an over-the-top, truly magical
unicorn party or the world's most epic mermaid party. (Googling now: How much does it cost to hire Ariel for a birthday party?). In the wide world of girly birthday party ideas, you might think it's all going big or going home, and that's definitely an option. But there are other creative ways to
celebrate another trip around the sun without breaking the bank or back. Whatever age your girl is or the interests she has, check out these sweet and dedicated ideas for a birthday party for girls to make your little darling feel special 1 of 22 Bounce House Birthday Party What kid won't
want a bounce party? If the weather is warm enough – and if you have space – throw a party in your own backyard. Instead of renting a bouncy house at an event, buy an affordable one like this retro-style castle and it can double as a gift for birthday parties. 2 out of 22 Sleep Birthday Party
Heritage Kids amazon.com $52.12 If there's one party theme that never came out of style, it's a sleep party! They have partygoers bring over their sleeping bags, then order pizza and turn on the best children's movies on Netflix. 3 of 22 Nutcracker-themed Birthday Party BETOP HOUSE
amazon.com Her birthday may not fall in December to throw a Nutcracker-themed bash, but it certainly would be easier because your home holiday decor could double as party decorations. 4 of the 22 Tie-Dye Birthday Celebration Tulip One-Step Tie-Dye Kit amazon.com Tie-Dyes is
trending in a big way right now, not just shirts. In the throwback design we see sweatshirts, leggings and even socks. This side idea is right on tweens who are cunning and into creating their own fashion. 5 of the 22 Birthday Party Trolls Have Trolls Movie Fan In Your Life? Fortunately, Trolls
birthday party is a pretty simple theme to pull off. Go with a rainbow color palette and spice in thesis details like this hair-raisingly good DIY headband. Get a tutorial at DIY Inspired.SHOP TULLE 6 of 22 Karaoke/Dance Party Birthday Party Karaoke USA amazon.com $189.99 $157.60 (17%
off) For this music- and dance-loving girl, karaoke-dance party hits all the right notes. The tricked-out karaoke machine (this one has lights, two microphones for duets, and a screen) serves as party fun and a pretty sweet gift. Create a playlist with all your favorites to celebrate your big day.
7 of 22 Rainbow Birthday Party Throw Party as bright and like your little one! From decorations to food, the rainbow theme is super easy to make. If you want a table runner to see here, all you need is a package of multi-colored balloons, a few beads, and some white thread. The creator,
Cristina of Bird's Party, even made a video that shows you exactly how it's done. Get a tutorial on Bird's Party. SHOP BALLOONS 8 of 22 Spa Birthday Party Little girls love to be pampered! Instead of taking the child to the salon, bring them the experience of the salon. Greet guests with
matching robes that they can take home as party favors. A wrangle friend or two come help you with manis/pedis, while kiddos relax with face masks (don't forget cucumber eye spots). If you have a big party, consider hiring a few professionals to come in for the day. SHOP ROBES 9 of 22
Art-Themed Birthday Party US Art Supply amazon.com $14.96 Celebrate little Picasso in her life with an art-themed party. Best of all? You won't have to break the bank to download it. A mix of simple, colorful decorations and foods (fruit skewers, veggies and dip, cupcakes) and a few
special touches such as these mini canvas kiddos can paint as an activity are all you need to make a masterpiece party. 10 of the 22 Slime-Making Birthday Parties Is the little lady in your life obsessed with slime? (Aren't they all kids?) Celebrate her big day with a party that will have her
(and her guests!) ingloring smiles. The big event, of course, is to make slime, so prepare a slime-kit tote bag for each guest with everything you need. 11 of the 22 Unicorn Birthday Party Toot your baby horn with a magical unicorn-themed birthday party she won't soon forget. In the case of
decorations, you can not spoil with a simple palette of pastel or rainbow colors. Count on a few statement-making elements like cake and cupcakes seen here, for some truly Instagram-worthy moments. 12 of the 22 Outdoor Movie Night Birthday Party Celebrate your leading lady with
backyard movie night! Whether it's a major event or part of a birthday party, kids - especially the crowd in front of teenagers - will love the opportunity to break away from adults and catch the best classic children's movies out there. To create a home theater, you'll need a blank wall or sheet
and a portable projector (you'll attach it to a laptop or other device). Set up a comfortable seating and concession stand offering classic theatrical fare such as popcorn, nachos, and boxed candy. SHOP POPCORN CONTAINERS 13 of 22 Flamingo-themed Birthday Party WERNNSAI
amazon.com $29.99 Your little girl will be tickled by pink flamingos-themed fête! Pink should be the main color, of course, but it may not be the only color. Try mixing shades of pink – from pale to neon – with white, gold and green. Pile on sweets (think pink candy buffet, pink macaroni, and
of course, pink cake or cupcakes) and plan a few activities (ring toss around the flamiberg's neck, or can hop on one leg the longest?), and you have yourself a party! 14 of 22 22 A birthday party with its bright colors and uplifting soundtrack, the Moana-themed birthday party is a natural fit
for a Disney-loving girl celebration. Go with the general Hawaiian party theme and spice up the movie links and imagery, and you're pretty much good to go. Want to keep dessert simple? Home made templates and some colored sugar crystals are all you need to make the Heart Te Fiti
design on cupcakes seen here. Get a tutorial on Mama Cheaps. 15 of the 22 Ice Cream Social Birthday Party UNIQUEONE amazon.com $13.59 ice cream-themed gatherings is perfect for summer, but you can pull this theme off at any time of the year. Decorate your space with candy-
colored decorations and create a build-your-own cup bar with all the toppings. How cute would a birthday girl be in this dress with a cone? 16 of the 22 Circus-Themed Birthday Party Planning circus parties may not feel like a circus. One statement-making element, like a set of color-
designed brands, can do most heavy lifting when it comes to decorating. Smaller items, such as tent party hats, can drive the look home. Small boxes of animal biscuits with their circus-themed packaging make for sweet party favors. 17 of the 22 Under the Sea-themed Birthday Party Show
birthday whale good time with an ocean/mermaid-themed birthday party she won't soon forget. Set the mood (and your table) with shades of blue and a sprinkling of sand, clams and starfish, as the table is seen here. On-theme bites, such as these adorable oyster cookies, take it to the next
level. Get a recipe for Make Life Lovely. 18 of mickey mouse's 22-themed party You Can Never Go Wrong with a Mickey-themed birthday party. For something a little different, branch out of the classic red, black and yellow color palette and instead stick to a simple black-and-white scheme.
Not only is it elegant, but you'll have an easier time finding party supplies. And do not be afraid to experiment with unexpected patterns. We love how Lindsey's life Lutzurious incorporated a black-and-white grid pattern into her Mickey decor. View more of this party at Life Lutzurious.BUY
MICKEY EARS HERE 19 of the 22 Cheerleading Birthday Parties Whether it's a 2-4-6-8 or any age in between, show her how much you value her with a cheerleading-themed party. Invite older girls to help and learn a few cheers and chants (you'll be glad you once the sugar rush kicks!).
Choose balloons and paper products in her team's favorite colors. Glossy cheerleader pom-poms are super-fun favors. 20 of the 22 Tea Party Birthday Party AerWo amazon.com Pinkies Up! Is your little girl still playing tea parties? Why not throw her a real one on her birthday complete with
cucumber sandwiches and cupcakes? (Fancy hats are needed!) These 3-D party favor boxes can do double duty as table decor. 21 of the 22 Princess Birthday Party MEANT2TOBE amazon.com $17.99 to make all her fabulous dreams come true with a princess-themed birthday party.
Invite guests to at their princess's best. Wands and create-your-own headbands make for fun DIY party favors. 22 of the 22 Mad Scientist-themed Birthday Party You can tear down the mad-scientist theme at any time, but it would be particularly cute around Halloween. (And probably easier
to buy.) I think self-serve drinking dispensers topped with dry ice for extra creepy effect and grab-and-go treats like monster guts seen here. Get recipe for Sugar and Cloth.SHOP BEAKER SET
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